We have students with a very broad range of disabilities: from Intellectual Disabilities and Autism to OCD and Hearing/Visual Impairments. The Project Discovery Adapted Curriculum from Education Associates is extremely dynamic. I am able to simultaneously engage a diverse group of learners.”

Ashley Goodpaster
Vocational Director
Stewart Home & School
Education Associates is the leading provider of career education and practical life skills for all learners, including those with special needs and at risk. We offer schools, youth providers, adult organizations and educators the most comprehensive career exploration, job preparation and life skills curriculum available.

Did You Know?

Education Associates’ curriculum has been approved & validated by the U.S. Department of Education.

We offer Digital Badge Credentials to empower students and communicate crucial skill sets to friends, family and prospective employers.

Hands-On
Students get to experience real job tasks with real tools of the trade as they learn about their interests and abilities in a dynamic, meaningful manner.

Evidence-Based Practices
Our programs include research-proven practices such as video modeling, visual schedules, hands-on activities, and differentiated instruction.

Meets Students Where They Are
Hundreds of activities for different reading/functioning levels and dynamic supports for students with significant challenges encourage career discovery.

Meets Teachers’ Needs
Designed by teachers for teachers, our programs include multiple levels and formats to support teachers’ needs to address all levels of learners.

Data Collection Tools
Our assessments include knowledge-based pre-post tests, work performance benchmarks and data sheets to evaluate functional performance levels.

Academic Integration
Our programs truly integrate career and technical education with academics as students discover the academic skills needed to perform job tasks.

Implementation Made Easy
Our dynamic titles allow for a broad range of strategies designed to match educators’ expertise and classroom needs.

Professional Development Training
Our nationally-certified trainers provide hands-on training to encourage successful implementation. Our commitment includes site surveys and visits.

www.educationassociates.com | 800 626 2950